WHAT IS THE TOT TURF ADVANTAGE?

Extra protection for increased durability in high use zones
High quality step seams provide 50% more joined surface area than competitors’ seams to prevent separation from surrounding area and seamless transitions
Smaller supreme granules allow for increased bonding capacity providing a stronger, more durable wear course
Installed under frequently used areas such as slide beds and swing bays where heavy traffic occurs
Laid over Robertson’s own attenuation buffings for the right amount of protection based on your playground’s fall height requirements

INSERT SPECIFICATIONS:
Thermal Plastic Vulcanized (TPV) angular granules with a (Shore A) hardness of 65° A ± 5 and particle size between .5 – 1.5 mm
Thickness: 1/2 – 5/8 inch
Binder: Aromatic or aliphatic urethane
Location: TPV Insert to be installed under swings, swing bays, slide exits. Customer to approve location of wear mat inserts
Color: Terra Cotta Red, Blue, Green, or Beige (Additional colors and shapes available at an additional cost)
Size: Slide exits are approximately 4’ x 4’. Swings will be 4’ deep and will cover swing bay area (insert size specifications may vary pending equipment)